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Having taken on the review I was perplexed after reading the article and thinking about
the task given to me: What am I supposed to review? The experimental description
at face value? Or, the scientific question, and possible implications that relate to the
interpretation of the (expected) results? So I’ve decided to do both briefly:

Experimental description at face value:

The paper describes an experimental set-up for a simpler so-called G4 experiment that
should be easier to implement in many models than an earlier version proposed previ-
ously under GeoMIP. Data is provided from a particular model system as a forcing to
other models that cannot model the full process chain. There is nothing wrong with this
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approach, even though it always causes some inconsistencies between atmospheric
circulation and forcing distribution. The description of how the data was generated is
clear, and the same is true for the "how to use the data“. I am sure that many modelling
groups could do this experiment, if they choose to do so. In this respect the paper fulfils
its purpose, being an adequate description of a proposed numerical experiment that
can be repeated by other groups.

Scientific question and interpretation:

This is the area were everything becomes very difficult: What is the actual science
question this simple (but maybe already too complicated experiment) is supposed to
answer? Why does the question need many models? Given the accumulated uncer-
tainties, are such experiments pushing the models too far and do we lose credibility
by doing experiments we know have too many degrees of freedom and very large er-
ror bars (all this are important concerns that relate to the original G4 experiment as
well)? Should uncertainties be discussed more, already in the paper that suggests
the experiment (I appreciate that the manuscript is already mentioning some issues,
but is this enough)? Why not start with even more basic experiments, like in the early
CMIPs? We all appreciate that change in the atmosphere is transient. But if the aim
is to diagnose robust features in modelled (circulation-chemistry) change due to (vol-
canic) aerosol changes, why not start with an even simpler design, e.g. a so-called
time-slice experiment. Yes, those experiments are representing a quasi-equilibrium
response, but they allow a good statistical evaluation (also in detecting robust feature
across many models/experiments). To summarise: The proposed experiment seems
still too complicated to provide a robust insight into model mechanisms (a problem en-
countered by Pitari et al., 2014) and is too simple as to be realistic (the authors note
this problem themselves). However this implies a perception problem: People will think
the result could be realistic . . .

The above considerations lead to my problem: how do I answer the short questions I
have to tick when submitting the review?
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1) Scientific significance: Nothing new here, and of course not, it is a suggested exper-
iment.

2) Scientific quality: This paper is a suggestion, it cites related work, but it does not
provide a particular technical advance.

3) Scientific reproducibility: not applicable (or, alternatively, figure 2 will look different if
produced with another model system, but the authors mention this)

In summary, I would like to suggest that the listing of very generic science questions at
the end reflects more on what can be expected from such an experimental set-up and
what the obvious limitations are.
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